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Recent results in the treatment of subgrid scales
Franco Brezzi

Résumé. Plusieurs tentatives ont récemment été faites visant à récupérer des informations
des échelles sous-grille et à les transférer aux échelles de calcul. Nombre de techniques de
stabilisation peuvent aussi être considérées comme partie de ces efforts. Nous discutons ici
un cadre dans lequel une partie de ces tentatives peuvent être formulées et analysées.
Abstract. In recent times, several attempts have been made to recover some information from
the subgrid scales and transfer them to the computational scales. Many stabilising techniques
can also be considered as part of this effort. We discuss here a framework in which some of
these attempts can be set and analysed.
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In the numerical simulation of a certain number of problems, there are physical effects that
take place on a scale which is much smaller than the smallest one representable on the computational grid, but have a strong impact on the larger scales, and, therefore, cannot be neglected
without jeopardizing the overall quality of the final solution.
In other cases, the discretised scheme lacks the necessary stability properties because it does
not treat in a proper way the smallest scales allowed by the computational grid. As a consequence,
some ”smallest scale mode” appears as abnormally amplified in the final numerical results. Most
types of numerical instabilities are produced in this way, as the checkerboard pressure mode for
nearly incompressible materials, or the fine-grid spurious oscillations in convection-dominated
flows. See for instance [21] and the references therein for a classical overview of several types of
these and other instabilities of this nature.
In the last decade it has become clear that several attempts to recover stability, in these
cases, could be interpreted as a way of improving the simulation of the effects of the smallest
scales on the larger ones. By doing that, the small scales can be seen by the numerical scheme and
therefore be kept under control.
These two situations are quite different, in nature and scale. Nevertheless it is not unreasonable to hope that some techniques that have been developed for dealing with the latter class of
phenomena might be adapted to deal with the former one. In this sense, one of the most promising
technique seems to be the use of Residual-Free Bubbles (see e.g. [10], [19].) In the following
sections, we are going to summarise the general idea behind it, trying to underly its potential and
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its limitations. In particular, we shall first present in Section 1 the basic principles of the strategy:
divide and conquer, static condensation and approximate solution. In Section 2 we present some
examples of toy-problems, related to advection dominated flows, composite materials and viscous
incompressible flows, in order to show how the general theory can be applied. We shall see in
particular that several other methods, like SUPG, Petrov-Galerkin, upscaling methods, multiscale
methods, and others can actually be seen as being variants of the RFB procedure. Finally, in
Section 3, we discuss some questions related to the implementation of these methods.

1 The augmented problem and the bubble equation
At a very general level, the Residual-Free Bubbles approach can be summarised as follows. We
start with a given problem, that for simplicity we assume to be linear, and in variational form:
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We assume that we are given a discretised problem:
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where "CML$" is a finite element space, corresponding to a given decomposition N C of the computational domain. To fix the ideas, we shall use a two-dimensional lexicon, and in our examples we
shall always assume that the computational domain is two-dimensional. The basic idea, however,
is quite general, and could be applied in any dimension. We suppose, roughly speaking, that N C
is the finest grid we are ready to afford in the computation, in the sense that we are not ready to
solve a final system having much more unknowns than the dimension of "(C .
1
To the space " and to the decomposition N C we associate the space of bubbles O "MP N CJ7
defined as
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choices of " . As a first, and most typical example, consider the case "f9hgjk i
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gjk i 1Y7 X for the elements internal to , but if has one or more edges on q , there the elements
of OZW
7 are allowed to be different from zero. On the other hand, if we are dealing, for instance,
with a problem written in mixed formulation, and
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then the space Z/Yj will have the form Z/YjB/Y/Yj with
(6)
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where, as usual,  represents the outward unit normal to ² , and
(7)
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In other cases, as for instance in plate bending problems, the space ¼ is  ½ º <´E , and accordingly
each Z/YjB¾ ½ º Yj . And so on.
Problem (2) is now, temporarily and artificially, augmented by considering a new subspace
of ¼ :
(8)
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where ¶À has the form
(9)
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and, for every  in Å8À , ¶À(Yj is a subset (possibly infinite dimensional) of Z/Yj . The augmented problem reads now: Æ
(10)
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At this level of generality, we cannot do better than assuming that (10) has a unique solution for
every right-hand side Ïa!¼ËÑ , although, in general, its solution will not be computable in practice.
In principle, problem (10) should be able to take into account all the small scales that do not cross
the boundaries of the elements  , (in a sense that, as we have seen, depends on the nature of ¼ .)
This is a severe limitation, but corresponds to a sort of divide and conquer principle that might,
in the end, ensure some feasibility to the whole procedure. If necessary, the space ¼¿ could be
further augmented, in a sort of iterative, self-adaptive strategy. For instance, out of a previous
resolution, we might have hints that, on certain edges of Å8À , there are one or two fine grid-modes
that should be taken into account. We might then add, for every such edge Ò , the functions having
support in the union of the elements having Ò as an edge, and having the crucial fine-grid mode as
trace on Ò . For the sake of simplicity, we shall not discuss this option here, apart from a short hint
at the hand of the paper.
We now proceed to eliminate, at least formally, the bubble unknowns from problem (10).
The technique that we are going to use is well known in the Engineering practice, under the name
of static condensation. However, here we apply it in a more general, infinite dimensional, case.
The first problem that arises is that (8) might not correspond to a direct sum. To fix the ideas,
if the original ¼(À is made of all piecewise cubic continuous functions, then it already contains one
cubic bubble per element, that however might appear in 2À as well. Our choice (roughly speaking)
is to keep, as much as possible, all the elements of the intersection 2ÀE³a¼(À in 2À , and reduce, if
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necessary, Þß , introducing a proper subspace ÞËßâ
à á Þ(ß . This rule, however, will not be the best
one in every case. Let us see some examples in order to clarify the situation.

Example 1.1 Assume as before that Þäãpåjçæ è<é·ê and Þß is made of piecewise cubic functions.
Assume moreover that the space ë¶ß is the biggest one allowed, that is ë2ßMã\ë è Þíì&î8ß ê , given by
(3) and (4). Then we have several choices. For instance, we might take as Þmß à the set of functions
ð ï ß that are polynomials of degree ñ$ò on the interelement boundaries, and verify

ó ðï
ß ã¾ô
Ë

(11)

ó

separately in each element õ , where is the operator associated with the bilinear form ö . On the
other hand, we can take as Þ+ß à any space of piecewise cubic continuous functions whose value can
be determined in a unique way by their traces at the interelement boundaries. For instance, any
serendipity cubic element would do; see, as an example, the element described in [12], page 50.
Notice that these two choices produce the same augmented space Þ÷ , and hence the same solution
ø ÷ to (10).
ózý è<éEê
and its approximation
Example 1.2 As another example assume now that ÞrãUå èYù(úû ì é·êFü
ü
Þ(ßMãÿþvß
ß is made by lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements (see for instance [3]). Assume
again that ë2ßMãrë è Þíì&î8ß ê . Then we might take ÞËß à to be the space þß ü ô (all the piecewise
constant displacements are bubbles!). However, in most cases, for reasons that will become clear
in a while, it will be more convenient to keep the ç piecewise constants (that are in ß ) in Þ ß à . This
è õ ê , where þ è õ ê is given by (6) and
implies that we take now ë2ß è õ ê ãþ è õ êvü
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In most cases, the use of bubbles in þ è õ ê whose normal component does not vanish on the
boundary é will be unnecessary (and in particular it would complicate the notation.) In these
cases, we might use instead
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With these choices we will have Þ ß à ãäÞ(ß , and ë2ß (as given through (13) and (7)) will be the
space of all pairs è ð ê
Þ such that has zero normal component at the boundary of each
ð
element, and has zero mean value in each element. The same choice for ë2ß would be suitable
also in the case of higher order Raviart-Thomas spaces (or, say, for BDM spaces; see always [3]),
but then Þ(ß should lose all internal degrees of freedom, apart from the piecewise constant scalars.
At a more general level we notice, however, that for problems in mixed form the choice of ë¶ß
might be delicate, and might have to satisfy some particular requirements. Indeed, for some naive
choice of ë2ß the augmented problem (10) might lose existence and/or uniqueness in Þ ÷ .
ý
Example 1.3 A similar approach can be taken for a Stokes problem, where Þ ã è å çæ è<é·ê6ê ü
ó ýçGè<é·ê
ó ýçQè<é·ê
ó ý
, and
is, as in (12), the space of
functions with zero mean value in é . Assume,
ý
this time, that Þß is made of piecewise quadratic velocities in è å ç?æ è<é·ê6ê , and piecewise linear
discontinuous pressures. In this case one can see that the space ë è ÞMì&î8ß ê as defined in (3)-(4)
è å çæ è õ ê6ê ý êü ó ýç-è<éEê . It will then be convenient to take ë2ßã
has the form ë è Þíì&î8ß ê ã è

3&4
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GIHKJML3NPQ O L3RSTSVUXWZY[UQ L3R\S] , and reduce the space ^_ , taking as ^_ `

the space of quadratic velocities
and constant pressures. It is easy to check that with this last choice we have a direct sum in (8).
We shall come back later to the merits and drawbacks of the different choices. One way or
another, we shall have in the end

^acbd^_f
` ehg _4i

(14)

with a direct sum. Once this point has been, at least partly, clarified, we can now take an easier
notation, dropping the in (14) and assuming that in (8) we have a direct sum of subspaces of .
We can then write
and , in a unique way, as:

kla

j

ma

(15)

^

k(anbok(_Zpqksrti

and

muavbwm_Zphmuri
respectively. Inserting (15) into (10), and taking maxbym"r we obtain the so-called bubble equation:
z
{}|q~( k rh g _Z
(17)
 L klrtiTm"r S b%  L k(_4iTm"r S p L iTm"r S i (m"r  g _4
The bubble equation (17) will play an important role in the following discussion. We take adR in _ we define klr H as the
vantage of the split nature of the space g _ . For every element
R
restriction of klr to the element . Then we have
 L k r H i S b L  Y kl_i S i=  g _ L3R\S i
(18)

Y
where, as in (11), indicates the operator associated with the bilinear form . In certain problems,
(16)

the existence and uniqueness of the solution of each equation (18) will be immediate. However,
for other types of problems (for instance for problems in mixed form) the choice of the spaces
has to be made taking into account the unique solvability of (18), that is an important
feature in the whole procedure. Here, at the abstract level, we shall make the assumption that the
problem

g _ L3R\S

z

{ |q~(K r  g _Z)
 L  rtiTm"r S b L iTm"r S i (m"r  g _4

Y O
has a unique solution for every right-hand side , say, in ^ . We have then an operator r from
Y

^  into g _ which is defined as the solution operator of (19), in the sense that  rxb r O  iff  r
is the solution of (19). It is clear that (19) could also be split in independent problems, similar to
R
Y O
(18),
in eachO element . Accordingly, r can be spilt O as a sum of independent operators

Y r O H one
Y

H
H is the restriction  r to R of  r2b Y r  .
where r
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In many cases problem (18) can easily be written in strong form as

§ ¨l©*ª «w¬d®2§ ¨(¯

(20)

°²±´³¶µ

· ¯¸3³\¹

with the associated boundary conditions. Let us stress the fact that, in order to write the problem
in the strong form (20), it is usually essential that the space
is chosen to be equal to the
full bubble space
of (4). As far as the boundary conditions are concerned, they are usually
included in the requirement
, that is

·»º ¸3³¹ ¨l©ª « ¼ ¸3³\¹
·½º
¨s©ª « ¼v¾ ¿uÀÁ Â'¨"Ã"Ã¸E¨s©ª «»¹ÅÄÆ³¶Ç
(21)
¸3³\¹ is equal to ÈPÊ É ¸3³¹ , then the boundary conditions will simply be
For instance, if ·½º
¨ ©ª « ¬wËIÌ.±ÎÍ(³ÏÇ
(22)
¨s©P¬w§©Ð É ¸ ®2§ ¨(¯Ñ¹ , or, in its split form, as
We can now write the solution of (17) as
¨l©ª «w¬w§ ©Ð Éª « ¸®2§ ¨(¯Ñ¹µÓÒl³Ô¼ÖÕ¯4Ç
(23)
¬ × ¯ ; inserting (15) and (23) we obtain:
We then go back to (10) and take ×uØ
Ú}ÙÛqÜ ÀÁK¨l¯,¼v¾¯ZÝÞßà)áà¿áâ
(24)
ã ¸E¨(¯4µ × ¯M¹=äÆå « ã ¸3§©Ð Éª « ¸ ®2§ ¨(¯"¹µ × ¯M¹ ¬æ¸lµ × ¯Ñ¹µ Ò × ¯,¼v¾¯MÇ

Note that (24) has the same form (and the same number of unknowns) of (2). However, the
additional term
(25)

ã ¸E¨s©tµ × ¯Ñ¹$¬ ã 3¸ § ©Ð É ¸ ®\§ ¨l¯Ñ¹µ × ¯M¹$¬dç ã 3¸ § ©*Ð Éª « ¸ ®P§[¨(¯Ñ¹µ × ¯Ñ¹
«

takes now into account the effect of some small scales (the ones that do not cross the interelement
boundaries) onto the scales that are visible on the computational grid. As we mentioned, one can
try to improve the situation by adding some fine-grid mode at the interelement boundaries, but we
are not going to discuss it now. It is clear that the effect of small scales onto the coarse ones will
as big as possible, as we have done in our
be reproduced in a better way by taking the space
examples so far. It is also clear that if, as in all our examples, the space
is infinite dimensional,
the bubble equations (18) will be practically unsolvable. Then it will be necessary to compute an
approximate solution of the bubble equation, that however can be done in parallel. Moreover, as
we shall see, in a certain number of applications, the structure of the additional term (25) is such
that only some averaged quantities will be needed. In these cases, the approximate solution of (18)
will not need to be extremely accurate. We shall come back to this point in a moment. For the
time being, we point out that, when applied to a certain number of problems, the RFB procedure
gives back classical stabilising techniques, as the so-called SUPG methods [11], [16], or variants
of them (like in [30]). See for instance[10], [27], [4], [28], [9] for advection dominated flows,
and [27], [4], [19], [15], [17] for more general problems (including Stokes, Reissner-Mindlin,

· ¯
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Helmholtz, and others.) Error bounds for these methods can be proved by analysing the stabilised
form (24) (see for instance [29], [24], or [31] and the references therein), or, with a more recent
approach, by looking directly at the form (10), as done in [7], [9], and [33].
The procedure sketched above follows the classical derivation of [10] and [19]. In particular
will satisfy the
we point out that the name Residual-Free Bubbles comes from the fact that
equation


õIö

öû

÷ ø$ùû ÷üsø2ýÏþ»ÿ ù÷
which, in many cases, will imply exactly [ó(ôú
separately in each ý ÿ
(26)

ólô ÷ø$ù[ú

ó(ô

ö



(that is, the residual



will be zero in each ).
However, in order to see in a better way the connections with other older and newer procedures, we point out here a different way of looking at problem (10). Indeed, using the unique
solvability of (19) and forgetting again the problem of the actual computation of its solution, we
could tackle (10) in a different way. We might think to associate, to every function   , a new
function  solution of

uÿ,ý ÿ

uÿ

ÿ ÿ,ý¶þIÿ
õIö ÿ ý ô
uÿ4÷ [ù ú 4÷ ü qý¶þIÿ4÷

(27)
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that in many cases could also be written as

uÿKú

÷Óü ý ÿ
Taking all possible uÿ ’s in ÿ , we construct a new space ÿ , which is in one-to-one correspondence
with ÿ (we use here the fact that in (8) we have a direct sum.) As we remarked before, when
þ»ÿ , and
discussing the different ways of splitting the elements of ô , we still have ôoú ÿ
we still have a direct sum. We can now write the solution ó(ô of (10) as ó(ôxú ó(ÿ
. Taking
ô ýÏþ»ÿ in (10) we haveõ»ö a new bubble equation
õIö
öû
(29)
÷ ùú
ólÿ4÷ ù ÷ ù÷Óü ýÏþ»ÿ
that however, this time, becomes
õ»ö
öû
÷ ù$ú ÷ ù÷Óü ýÖþ»ÿ4÷
(30)
and, with some surprise, is independent of ólÿ . Substituting back in (10) with ôoú ÿ we have
now that ó(ÿ is the unique solution of the problem
ólÿ,ý ÿ õIö
»
õ
ö
öû
(31)
ó(ÿ4÷ uÿMù$ú
÷ uÿÑù ÷ uÿÑù÷Óü uÿ,ý ÿ
(28)
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It has to be pointed out that the two formulations (24) and (31) are perfectly equivalent, and
B4
, solution of (10). Along these lines, we might also think about another
$ C B47 $
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variant. Indeed, we might assume that the adjoint problem of (27) is also uniquely solvable for
every right-hand side UWVCX5Y . Then, always for every Z[\V]X[ , we might construct another
function, 1^Z [ _ , solution of `
a bcde

(32)

srt

f
^Z [ _

VXghijklkmlnf
^Z [!
_ o

Z[pVqr[rm de

Z%uwv1
^Z [y
_ xBz'{ v}|(Z)u<Vqr[1~

Applying this procedure to every Z)[ we generate a new space, 
X [ _ , that in general will be different
s
from X [ , unless the bilinear form is symmetric. We have again Xg z 
X [
_ 
q![ , always with
a direct sum. Therefore in (10) we might think of using the splitting (g z (^ [   u for g ,
and the splitting Z)g z 1^Z [ _  Z)u for Zg , always without changing the final solution g . An easy
computation shows that (^ [ can` also be seen as the unique solution of
ab

(33)


^ [pV

cde
srt


X [hijk>lkml@

(
^ [1vf
^Z [ _ xBz

t

vf
^Z [ _ x v|f
^Z [ _

V
X [ _ ~

On the other hand,  u will (obviously) still be the solution of (30). We also notice that the
solutions ([ and (^ [ will have the same values at the interelement boundaries. Therefore if, for
some reason, we are just interested in the values of the approximate solution on the coarse grid,
then ([ and (^ [ will provide the same information.
We shall see in the next section that these alternative formulations of (10) have, in various
applications, strong connections with other procedures that were introduced before and after the
Residual-Free Bubbles, following different and independent arguments.

2 Some examples
It is now convenient to see the above (abstract) procedures at work on some particular simple
problem.
Example 2.1 Let us consider the classical toy-problem of advection-dominated linear equations.
From the physical point of view, we may think to the problem of the passive transport of a scalar
diffusive quantity in a fluid whose velocity is known. Let then  be, for instance, a convex polygon,  a positive number (= diffusion coefficient),  a bounded mapping from  to  n (= velocity

t
field) and , say, an element of    x (= source term). We consider then the problem of finding 
t
in "   x such that:
(34)
We can set 

o
 z
o

p

srt

(35)
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where, in a natural way,
µ(¶³·£¸#¹1º¼»¾½À¿fÁ5Âp·§ÃÂ¢¹ÅÄÇÆ£¸ÉÈ)ÊÄÌË)¶³·¥¸#¹Çºw»¾½

(36)

¿ÇÁ¡Í5ÃOÂp·¹ÅÄÇÆ£¸ÏÎ·£¸#¹ÑÐÒÔ Ó ¶Õnº=Ö

Assume now that we are given a decomposition ×ÇØ of Õ into triangles, and assume moreover
that and Ù are piecewise constant on ×ÇØ . We take then ÚØ to be the space of piecewise linear
continuous functions vanishing on Û Õ , and ÜrØ as in (9) with ÜrØ ¶Ýº5½ Ü!Þ ¶Ýßº>½]Ò Ô Ó ¶Ýßº for
each Ý . The unique solvability of the augmented problem (10), in this case, in obvious. If we
apply the theory of the previous section, the bubble equation (20) becomes, in each triangle Ý :
find ·áàãâ ä in Ò Ô Ó ¶Ýº such that:
Í

·áàãâ ä<è8Í5ÃOÂp·áàãâ ä'½

åæç

(37)

¶ ånæç
å

·

èÍ5ÃÂp·
Ø

Ø

ºAè

Ùêéë

Ý¸

where, for a better understanding of more general cases, we kept the term æç · Ø that is actually
zero in each Ý . We point out that, in this case, the unique solvability of (37) is also obvious.
On the other hand, even for the present toy problem, the solution of (37) cannot be computed in
practice. However, we want to point out here the use that has to be done of it. In particular, it is
not difficult to check that, in the present case, we have µá¶³· à ¸#¹ Ø º¼½\ì for every · à Ð Ü!Ø and for
every ¹ Ø Ð ÚØ . Hence the additional term (25) arising in (24) becomes
í

(38)

¶³·(à¼¸#¹
Ø

º½*Ë)¶³·áàî¸#¹

ºB½
Ø

¿ Á¡ÍÃOÂp·(àp¹

ÄÇÆ½
Ø

¿ Á!·áàÍ5ÃOÂp¹
å

ÄÇÆ£¸
Ø

with an obvious integration by parts. We also remark that the term ÍÃÂ¢¹ Ø is piecewise constant.
Hence we see that only the mean value of ·áà in each Ý will be used in the final system (24) for
computing · Ø . Moreover, still in our assumptions, we observe that the right-hand side of (37) is
also constant in Ý , so that ·(àãâ ä , in each Ý , can be written as
·(àãâ ä'½'ïMäð!ä>¸

(39)
where
ä
ð

(40)
is the residual in Ý
scaled problem:

(taking ·

»¾½
å

¶ ånæç

·

èÍ5ÃÂp·
Ø

Ø

ºAè
Ù

as approximate solution,) and the bubble
Ø

ïMä

is the solution of the

ñ
ÊÄ>ïMä\ÐÒ

ò ó8ô

(41)
ånæç

Ô Ó ¶Ýßº¥õö÷=øùøÈù@»

ïMäèÍ5ÃOÂ§ïGä*½Wú

éë

ÝÖ

A simple computation shows that, inserting (39) in (38), the additional term (25) becomes
(42)

í

¶³·áà¼¸#¹
Ø

º½*Ë)¶³·(à@¸#¹
Ø

ä

º½\û
äýü

ïMäÄÇÆ
þÝ

þ

¿
ä

¶Í5ÃÂp·
Ø

å
Ù

ºfÍÃOÂp¹
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where   is still the solution of (41). This, as already pointed out in [10] (see also [27], [4],) corresponds to the use of the well known SUPG method (see [11], [16]) with the stabilising parameter
chosen as

 

(43)



 
  


Assume now that we proceed with the alternative formulations (31) or (33). In this case,
"#
#
the space ! will be made of functions % $ that are linear along each interelement boundary, and
#
"+# *
#*
satisfy &'% $ )( in each . On the other hand ! will be made of functions % $ that are linear
along each interelement boundary, and satisfy

?>A@ #
* #* ,
#*
#*
& % $ /.0213% $ 5
. 476283% $ 9
 (;:=<

(44)

The formulations (31) and, mostly, (33) are clearly in the family of Petrov-Galerkin methods that
have been proposed, with several variants, for convection diffusion problems. See for instance
[30] and the references therein. We underline once more that the three formulations (24), (31),
#DC
#DC9I
BFEGH$B
EGJBLK , solution of (10). However,
and (33) are perfectly equivalent, and B
the computational strategy that they suggest is different. Nevertheless, as we shall see in the
last section, the computational effort related to these different strategies would also come out to
be comparable. The different formulations can also suggest different strategies for analysing the
method, in order to prove stability and error estimates. In our opinion, the (more recent) strategy
of looking directly at the formulation (10), as in [9], [33], is more effective, but the situation might
change from one case to another. We point out that the bubble component BME could also be used
for deriving a posteriori error estimates (see e.g. [32]).
Example 2.2 We consider now another toy-problem, related to composite materials. Let N be our
computational domain and let OQPRFSUTVOXWZY[( be a function from N into \ ] (we took for simplicity
the scalar case, but in applications O could often be a matrix). Let again ^ be a given forcing term
"
(like an external load, or a source term) and consider the problem of finding B in 9_5W ` PaNS such
that:

,

&bB

(45)

/.cedMPfOg8hBFSi9^kjmlnN

Problem (45) is meant to mimic for instance a linear elasticity problem, or a pressure equation in
oil recovery problems, where O (that we assume to be rapidly varying, although not necessarily
periodical) represents the properties of a composite material. We can set now

o

(46)

>
,
PRBp: % S rq;stOX8uBv6w8 % xy:z<LBp: %
_ W ` PaNS :

and write (45) in the usual variational form

o

(47)

> "
PRBp: % S{|Pa^M: % S}< %

@ #

Assume now that we are given, as in the previous example, a decomposition
of N into
"#
triangles. We take again as the space of piecewise linear continuous functions vanishing on ~MN ,
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and ' as in (9) with fUGnfU/5  f for each  . If we want to apply the theory of
the previous section, we see again that existence and uniqueness of the solution of the augmented
problem (10) are trivially proved. Moreover the bubble equation (20) becomes, in each triangle
 : find MX  in 5  f such that:
(48)

 fgh X  b  fghM¡¢¤£¦¥m§¨3©

In this case as well, the unique solvability of (48) is obvious. It is also clear that, at the practical
level, equation (48) is (as all the other ones so far) unsolvable. However, as in the previous
example, we can check the structure of the additional term (25), which is now

ª

(49)

R Q«¬ ®b°¯;±tgh ³²

¬  x´ «

with ¬ nµ·¶ . Although the “bubble stress”  ghM will surely have a complicated structure in
each triangle  (if we think that  is rapidly varying) it will again be true that only its mean value
(actually, the mean value of each component) is needed in the computation of (49), since ¬  is
constant within each element.
We could also follow, even in the present example, the alternative formulation (31), that now
¸  » will be the space of
would coincide with (33) as the problem is symmetric. In this case, ¶¸ +¹º¶¼
functions ¬ ½  that are linear on the interelement boundaries and satisfy the homogeneous equation
 fX3½¬ ¡h¿¾ separately in each element  . Again, with some attention, the computational
aspects of the two approaches can be made very similar. It is interesting to see that in this case the
approach (31) is quite close to the strategy which has been developed for instance in the multilevel
approach of [25], [26], although using a quite independent derivation.
Example 2.3 We consider now the same problem of the previous example, but, this time, writing
problem (45) in mixed form. We introduce therefore the “stress field”

À   gh «

(50)

and the spaces Á· eLÂÃ  and Ä9ÅiÆÇ Ã  . We also set
(51) È  À Ê« É b°¯ ± {Ë  À ²wÉ x´ «|Ì À «ÊÉ µÍÁ «ÏÎÑÐ ÓÒ  É;«¬ {°¯

¬  É x´ «|ÌMÉ µÔÁ «ÌL¬ µÄi©

The mixed formulation of (45) reads now

×
(52)

ÕÖÖ

Ð   À « ÚµÍ¶/¹°Á9ÛÔÄÜÊÝÞß¼àÊß Î àâá
ÖÖØ¤ÙÈ À
 Ê« É  ãÒ  É;« F
 b¾ z
« ÌFÉ µÍÁ «
Ò  À «¬ {|
 a£ «¬  =
µ Äi©
« ÌL¬ Ô

Assume that we have a triangulation äx as before. We can take, as in Example 1.2, ¶DrÁQâÛuÄg ,
where ÁQ is the space of lowest order Raviart-Thomas vectors and Äg the space of piecewise
constant scalars. Assume now that ' is chosen as in Example 1.2, in particular discarding the
“boundary bubbles”. We recall that this means that each 'f has the form 'fb°Á  fLÛ
ESAIM: Proc.,
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ðòâ
ñ ófôõ
ðñ
with ö ò ófôõ given by (13) and ò by (12). We introduce some additional notation. We
ð
ð ñ
ð
ð
ð òñ
ñ

ÿ
set ö òø÷úùüû'ý ö ò fó ôõ and ò ÷úùüû'ý ò ófôõ . Then öQþ ÷úù öUÿ9ö ò and þ ÷úù
.
ð
ú
÷
ù
Finally þ
öQþ þ . The augmented problem (10) becomes now



 ó Fõ  þ !" ÷

 # ó
ÿ$  ò % þ õ'&( ó% þ  ÿ)  ò õ ù+ð * -,.% þ 
( ó ÿ$  ò / þ õ ù ó10./ þ õ23,./ þ  þ54

(53)

öQþ



To prove existence and uniqueness of the solution of (53) is an exercise, using the general theory
of mixed methods and the properties of Raviart-Thomas spaces (see e.g. [3].) Essentially, you
have to show that you can construct a continuous lifting of the divergence operator from 657 ó18õ
back into öQþ . For this, given a /9 6 7 ó18Zõ you first take its projection / : into the space of piecewise
constants, and you take a % : ÿ  öQÿ such that div% : ÿ ù / : . This is possible since Raviart-Thomas
spaces satisfy the inf-sup condition. Then, in every ô , you can find a % ò'; ý  ö ò ófôõ such
that div% ò'; ý ù /<& / : . This is possible since /9& / : has zero mean value in each ô . Clearly
div ó % : ÿ$ % ò'; ý õ ù / .
We consider now, in each ô , the local bubble equation (18), that is





 ó  ò   ò õ=

ö ò ófôõ



ðòâ
ñ ófôõ

 !"

÷

 # ó ò  % ò õ'&>( ó% ò  ò õ ù & # ó % ò õ ( ó% ò  õ ù & # ó % ò õ2-,.% ò  ò ófô³õ2
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ö
( ó ò / ò õ ù $& ( ó ÿ / ò õ ó10./ ò õ ù ó10./ ò õ2-, / ò  ðòUñ ófôõ 4
We notice that  ÿ disappears from the first equation of (54) since ( ó% ò  ÿ õ ù+* for all % ò having
vanishing normal component on each ? ô , and  ÿ disappears from the second equation since
( ó ÿ / ò õ ù@* for all / ò having zero mean value in each ô . To prove existence and uniqueness
(54)

of the solution of (54) is also very easy. In particular, for doing this, we make again use of the fact
ð'ñ
that the divergence operator is surjective (and has a bounded lifting) from ö ò ófôõ onto òUófôõ .
ð ò ófôõ ù
6=7 ófô³õ as scalars for the bubble spaces,
This would not have been true, had we chosen
ðòâ
ñ ófôõ
instead of
. Whence the importance of having kept the piecewise constant scalars into ÿ ,
as suggested in Example 1.2.
With some manipulations, one can check that the strong form of the bubble equation (54) is

A & BDC óEGFH ò õ ù 0 ñ BDC 
ÿ
KI J ôL
(55)
R
&)EGFH òNMPOÍù  ÿ MQO
J ? ôS
where 0 ñ is the difference between 0 and its mean value on ô . We see in this case that (55) does
not have exactly the general form (20), because our choice of '
T ÿ ófôõ does not coincide with the
 ÿ (with very
full bubble space TU ófôõ . Indeed, the piecewise constant scalars have been kept in 

good reasons.) Existence and uniqueness of (55) can clearly be deduced from those of (54), but
they can also be checked directly. Indeed, existence is ensured by the compatibility of the two
right-hand sides, and uniqueness is ensured by the requirement that  ò has zero mean value in ô .
 ÿ ù &)EGFH ò . Notice that if 0 is piecewise
The bubble stress  ò can then be deduced from  ò
V
ù
*
X
ù
W
. If moreover, say, E
, then for our case (lowest order Raviart-Thomas
constant then 0 ñ
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elements) the solution of (55) would be the (unique) function ij having kHi.jmlon)p q and zero
mean value in r . In particular p j would be zero. This case would be particularly uninteresting,
since the additional term (25) would then vanish. All the procedure would just produce a sort of a
post-processing giving p stlupq and i stlmi qvwi j where the scalars would have slightly better
convergence properties. We discard this curiosity, and we go back to the more interesting case of
a general coefficient x . In particular we note that the additional term (25) is now

y{zz p.j}|i.j=~2| z  q |q~~l+ z p j}|  q~'n> z  q |ij5~_v z p j|"q~5l+ z p.j}|  q~

(56)

where we made use once more of Gauss theorem in each r . We note again that in (56) only
the “stress part” p j of the solution of the bubble equation will be needed, and, most important,
only its integral against a Raviart-Thomas vector. As an alternative, one might also compute the
additional term by using in each r the formula

 z p j|  q~ln  H
k ij'   q'<ln  ij'   q{Q |
with obvious meaning for the bilinear form  ; then only the mean value of ij
(57)

on each edge
would be used.
We are now interested in seeing, in the present case, what happens if one follows the alterz
native path (27)-(31). The procedure of Section 1 suggests that to every q|"q~ in }qGq we
z\  
associate a pair q| q~ s N s defined as the solution of the problem

¡

\z   q |  q~= s ¦ s§¨©2ª«ª¬"« z\  qn  q~}j| z" qnq~}¦{® ¬ 

j
¢
¡£w¤ ¥z\  
(58)
¥
n z j|  q¯~°l+±|-²  j>j|
z \  qq||  j j=~~'l+
±|-²  j N{j® ³
Notice that (58) corresponds to solving, in each r , the following Neumann problem (similar to
 l  qnq
(55)) for 
µ
®N´
z xGk   ~°l+¶D·  q ¸K¹<rS|
)
n


D
¶
·
(59)
n)xGk   ® P® l  qº
»º¹9¼ rS|




and then taking qln)xGk  and ql  vtq . Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (59)
®
®
can be checked as we did for (55). We remark in particular that, starting from a pair of the type
z ±|"q~ , we would obtain   ql½± and  ql¾q . On the other hand, starting from a pair z q|±~ both
  q and  q will, in general, be different from zero.
z\  
À
Our space ¿ q should now be made of the pairs q| q~ that can be constructed by (58). This
however does not have an “elementary” structure of product space, as it can be easily seen from
the above discussion. This might complicate, at least, the formalism. In order to have a simple

product space, it is then more convenient to consider just all q ’s, and generate with them the space
}¿ q , that clearly has the same dimension of }q . We also have  s l }¿ qv½j as a direct sum.
ESAIM: Proc.,
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Using this last splitting (and leaving
ØÙ
equation

Ï'ÐmÑÒÏ'ÓÔÕÏ{× Ö

unchanged) we have now the new bubble

×}áâQ×5ã}äå×wæ Ï×S
Ö çèéêìëêí"ëïî
Ú ÙÛwÜ.ÝÞßgà
(60)
ð ×áñò×ã'óô ñò×}áâQ×=ã Ñ ó ð ö Ó áñò×5ã2á-÷.ñò×>äåï×á
ô ßgà × áø × ã Ñ ß áø × ã2á-÷ ø × ä ß\õ Ï{× Ö á
ßgà
ß1ù
ö
×
ô

á
ñ
ã
ô

á
where the terms
and
Ó
Ó ø × ã have been neglected being equal to zero. Using the first
g
ß
ú
\
ß
õ
equation of (58) we see that there exists a û ×Õä Ï × Ö such that ð ö Ó áñò×=ã Ñ ô ñò×á û ×5ã for every
õ the problem ß\õ
ß õ
ñ × äå × . Hence the pair ØÙ × áâ × Ô û × ã solves
ßgà
õ
Ö çèé2êëêí"ë)î
ÙÚ Û>Ü ÝÞßgà × á û × ãäå × æ Ï{×
(61)
ð ×}áñò×=ãüóô ñò×}á û ×5ã Ñ+ý á-÷.ñò×>äNå×á
ô ßgà ×áø×=ã Ñ ß áø×ã2á-÷ ø×wä Ï × Ö á
ßgà
ß1ù
ö
which is now independent of Ó á Ó ã . Hence, problem (53) can be solved by computing first the
ß\õ ú
and then solving
solution ×}á û ×=ã of (61),
Ù
Ø
ßgà
ö á ã=ätåþ Ó æ ÏGÓ çèé2êìëêí"ëïî
Ú ÙÛwÜ ÝÞ9ß\õ Ó ú Ó
(62)
ð ö Ó á ñ Ó ã'óô ñ Ó á Ó ã Ñ ó ð ×á ñ Ó ã2á-÷ ñ Ó äå þ Ó á
õ
ô ß\ö õ Ó áø õ Ó ã Ñ ß\õ áø Ó ú ã2á-÷ ø Ó ä ßgà Ï'Óÿ õ
ß\õ
ß1ù
We notice that the bubble term does not disappear from (62) because we did not take the true
space þ Ó (in order to deal with a simple product space.) As we shall see in the next section, the
computational aspects related to different strategies are however more alike than one might think
at first sight. It is interesting to see that a quite similar approach, with a different derivation, is
used in the upscaling technique of [1], [2].
Example 2.4 To conclude, we consider now an example related to the Stokes problem for viscous
ØÙ shall deal again with a toy-problem, namely
incompressible fluids. We


 
ÙÚ ÛwÜ Ý Þßgú á ãä ß Ö ß ããæ Ö ß ã çèéê ëêí"ëïî
(63)
ó
Ô   Ñ  ù   á
 ú
á
Þ ú Ñ+ý

ãã . Our discussion will be very short since, by
where is a “forcing term”, for instance in 
 
ù
ß
ß
ãã
now, the general idea should already be sufficiently clear. Introducing the spaces +Ñ

ß
ß
Ö
ã

and uÑ
Ö ß and the usual bilinear forms

(64)

ð

áøã
ßgú Ñ
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we get the usual variational formulation
677
77
:=<$>@?3ACBDFEHGJILKNMPORQNS TVU,WYX W$Z[X]\
8 9;

(65)
^

?3A_Ba`Ecbed[?3`$BD)Efg?ih!Ba`E,Bkj!`lG
d[?3A_B noE

MmB

fqpBrj!nsGtQvu

and x
are made as in Example 1.3. We recall that this means
Assume that the choices for
IVw
w
that in
we have piecewise quadratic continuous velocities and piecewise constant
I$ws?fNMCw OlQywzE

~mm 
pressures, and x
is given by ~
.
wY?fPMC{|O}Qs{E
? ?EaEO
?E
The existence and uniqueness of the solution to (10), in the present case, is also very easy.
The lifting of the divergence operator can be constructed with a procedure that mimics the one
of the previous example, just using piecewise quadratic velocities (to take care of the piecewise
constant part of the pressure) instead of Raviart-Thomas vectors (see always, e.g., [3]). The bubble
equation will then be, in each ,


677
7
8 97

(66)

:=<V>@?3A!{BDF{E


Ge? ?EaEO

^




?ES5TVU5WYX WVZ[X\

^
?3A {

Ba` {

ECbed[?3` {

d[?3A!{B n{EfLb

BD {



?3A=wBa` { E|d[?3` {
 
d[?3A=wB n{E,BjFn/{;G
? E,u
EfLb

BD {

EP?ih!Ba` {

E,Brj=` {

 ?EaE

Ge?

B

As in the previous example, existence and uniqueness of (66) are easily proven, making profit of
the choice of  
as local pressure space for bubbles, instead of the whole 
. The strong
?E
?E
677
form of (66) would be,
in each :


77
:=<V>?3A!{c
8 9;

(67)
b

vAF{

>VA!{c





BDF{


EGe? ?EaEyO


mD!{c






?E_S TVU,WX WVZ[X\

fP
 hA=w

fbY?>VA=w E

¡B



where
is the difference between
and its mean value in . Again we see that we
?>V¢A!woE
>VA=w

do not get the form (20), having kept the piecewise constant pressures in
. The present version
Qyw
of (24) will 677 then be
77
:=<V>£?3A!wBD=w EHGJI$wsKNM_wOJQw¤S5TVU5WYX WVZ[X\
8 9|

(68)
^

^
?3A!wBa`[wECbed[?3`[wBD!w E

?3A!{Ba`zw Ebed[?¥D!{HBa`zw¦E§f?ih!Ba`[w E,Brj=`zwvG¡M_wB

d¨?3A!wB n©w EfqpBrj!n/wYGtQwu

Writing the second equation of (68) we took advantage of the fact that
vanishes for
?>VAF{HB n©w E
all piecewise constant . Integrating by parts we can see that the computation of the additional
n©w
term (25) requires now the mean value of
in each
and the two first order moments of ,
A!{

DF{
always in each .

It might be interesting to notice that some bad initial choices of
are unredeemable with
IVw
the standard RFB approach. For instance, starting with piecewise linear continuous velocities and
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constant pressures, the augmented problem (10) would be ill-posed, no matter which subspace
¶m·R¸L¶¡¹º¼» ½· ¾
¶·
we choose. Indeed, taking in
the biggest possible choice for velocities (that
¹ÁÂ ¹Ä¾a¾Å
Ã
) and the smallest possible choice for pressures (that is Æ/ÇÈ ) the inf-sup condition
is ¿À
¹ÁÂ ¹Ä¾a¾Å
Ã
will still fail in the augmented spaces. Actually, the divergences of velocities in ¿ À
will
Ä
always have zero mean value in each , and they cannot help in controlling piecewise constants.
The situation could be improved only by using macro-bubbles, having support in more than one
element (see e.g. [20]), but we shall not discuss it here.
Many aspects of the above discussion extend from the toy-problems of this section to more
general situations. As we have seen, the main difficulty is that, in general, (17) cannot be solved
explicitly, so that the additional term (25) cannot be computed exactly. We saw however in our examples that, in order to have a reasonable approximation of (25), we will not need a very accurate
solution of (17), as only some averaged quantities of the bubble component are needed. This is
true in a wider variety of cases. Indeed, as we already observed, it is always only the effect of the
small scales on the larger ones that needs to be simulated. Even at a fully general level one can
Â
¹iÍ@Î
·o¾
·
is tested against Ð , which belongs to the
still notice that in (25) the bubble term É]Ëc
Ê ÌÀ
ÉÏ
coarse space.
In the next section we are going to see some more practical aspects of the above strategy.

3 Some hints on the implementation
We shall present now a brief discussion on various problems related with the implementation of the
above strategies. To start with, a point that we did not stress so far is that, in order to perform the
static condensation, one has to be able to substitute Ï Ë (or actually, in practice, its approximation)
·
as a function of the unknown Ï in (24). We shall see now with some more detail how this can be
done.
Ä
As a first step we identify, in each , the smallest linear space that contains all possible
residuals, namely
Ñ
(69)

·Ò¥ÓPÔ Õ=Ö ×
Ì

À

Æ

ÍØ

ÀyÙ ÉÐ

· Ø
À

Ù Ð

·vÚJº$·

ÈoÛ

Ñ

Í Ø

In
many cases, À can be approximated, without major loss of information, by means of elements
Ñ
¹
º$· ¾ Ø
·
Ì
of the space É
. Otherwise, the dimension
of
À
À , that can therefore be used in place of
Ñ
·
¹
º$· ¾&Ø
Ì
will be equal to the dimension of É
plus one.
À
À
Ä
·
The second step is then to choose, for each , a basis ÆÝÜ¦ÀÞ È Â ÌáàáàáÌ âã of the space À Ì .
Þ¢ß
Óçæ
Clearly, ä À denotes the dimension of such space. Then, for each å
Ù ÛÛ Ù ä À , we seek an
approximate solution of the local problem:
è
éáê;ë!ìVíyî

(70)
õ

¹
î

ÀÞ

ÀÞ
Ù Ð

ÚR¶·V¹Ä¾ï ð$ñ5òYó òVô[óÒ

¾Óg¹

Ü¦ÀÞ

Ù Ð

¾

Ù÷ö Ð

ÚR¶·¹Ä¾
Û

Ä

Now, in each , we can express every possible right-hand side of (17) as a linear com·
bination of the functions ÆÝÜ ÀÞ È Â ÌáàáàáÌ âã . In particular, assume that Æ©Ð[ø È Â ÌáàáàáÌ â is the basis that
Þ¢ß
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we chose for   . Clearly,
denotes the dimension of   . Then for each
and for each  we

express the restriction to  of   as a linear combination of the  . Then the corresponding
     can be obtained as a linear combination of the   . Simi(approximate) solution 

  !#"  to the right-hand side can also be expressed as a combination of
larly, the contribution  
the $ . The desired substitution in (24) can then be done during the assembling procedure of the
final stiffness matrix.
In various applications,  will be rather small. Referring to the examples of the previous
section, and assuming that " , in each , could be approximated by elements of  %& ('  without
major losses in accuracy, we have, for the examples of the previous section, *),+ in the first
example,  )*- in Examples 2.2 and 2.3, and  )/. in the last example. At a general level
we might say that, for problems with constant coefficients and without zero order terms (as in
Examples 2.1 and 2.4,)  will often be smaller (and sometimes much smaller) than the number
of degrees of freedom of   in . For instance, in Example 2.4 the number of degrees of freedom
of & in is +0- (twelve velocities and one pressure,) while, as we have seen, 1)1. . Notice that
the original number of degrees of freedom in   was +02 (twelve velocities and three pressures)
and went down to +0- when we left in   only the piecewise constant part of the pressure.
Let us consider now the alternative formulations (31) and (33). We claim that the (approximate) resolution of the  problems (70) is still an essential ingredient for computing the stiffness
matrix of (31). Clearly, the adjoint problems will also be needed in order to use (33).
For the sake of simplicity, we concentrate on (31). We have to compute a basis for 3  . An
we
associate to every  an: element 7 
obvious choice is to start from the basis 40 65 of  :  . Then:<
;>=
in 3  as in (27). To do that, we write 7  as 98
, with
, will be the
 . Then, in each
solution of
?
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It is clear that, in each , every can be expressed as a linear combination of the  solutions
 of (70). If we keep the assumption that, in each
, the right-hand side " is approximated by



of (30) can also be computed, element by element, as
elements of 9   ' , then the solution H
a linear combination of the   .
Finally, let us compare the effort for the actual computation
of@L the stiffness
matrices of (24)
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J
and of (31). In many applications, the computation
of
 6I 
FKF
 would be much
@
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simpler than the direct computation of 7  7 I  . However, we note that, using (27), we have
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We notice that the first term in the right-hand side of (72) is the same that would be computed in
(24), and the second term have the same nature as the right-hand sides of (70). Indeed,
?
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We also observe that all the terms in (73) and (74) will require the computation of the integral of
` c d , that we define as
the product of a bubble times an element of _ab9
(75)

b9
` c degfihkjmlnporqts baukv `(w d s bxu w d!y{z d6|N}
_

This is the same that has to be done in the RFB approach, when computing the additional term
(25). We can conclude that the computational effort required by the two strategies is comparable
(after all, they are the same method, just written differently.) Similar considerations hold for the
formulation (33). We omit them, as they are a straightforward extension of the above discussion.
Other variants, as the one discussed in Example 2.3, can be treated with similar arguments.
All these matters might deserve however a deeper investigation, in each particular case, in
order to assess the most convenient strategy that has to be adopted. For instance, in cases like
Example 2.2, where essentially ~ b equals the dimension of z d s b , the easiest way to tackle (31)
seems to solve directly the problems


m& b

(76)
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and then to write the wM d ’s as combinations of the
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’s. And so on.

Let us consider now the problem of solving (70) or (76). The most general and widely
applicable strategy in order to obtain an approximate solution of, say, (70) consists, obviously,
in the use of a Galerkin approximation, corresponding to a suitable choice of  b `  ¡d  
(warning: in spite of the notation, this has no particular relationship with the adjoint problem).
Then one can solve ~ b problems of the type:
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The technique has been successfully applied to advection dominated flows, also with the use of
suitably refined subgrid meshes (of Shishkin type) near the outflow boundary of each  . See
e.g. [18]. For an application of this technique to the Helmholtz equation see for instance [15],
[17]. This, essentially, is also what has been done for computing the solutions of (76), in problems
related to composite materials, in [1], [2], [25], [26], although, as we have said, the derivation
there was done in a framework independent of the Residual-Free Bubbles approach.
In more special classes of problems one might also think of using some special tricks. For
instance, for convection-dominated flows with a very small diffusion coefficient, we have seen
that (70) reduces essentially to solve (41). Assuming that the convective coefficient is piecewise
constant, one can solve, instead of (41), the (limit) purely convective problem (corresponding to
¤ f1
) that can be dealt with by hand. See e.g. [10], [5].
Another possible choice is to take  b ` with a very small dimension (sometimes even onedimensional) but choosing it in a very suitable way, which depends on the particular form of the
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equation in each ± . See for instance [8]. The use of Shishkin subgrid meshes for advection
dominated problems, as in [18], could also be seen as being part of this strategy.
On the other hand, for singularly perturbed problems where some artificial viscosity (or
similar regularisation) is usually employed, the idea of using in (77) only one (or very few) degrees
of freedom with a kind of subgrid viscosity (or subgrid regularisation,) as in [22], [23], is surely
appealing for its simplicity and rather wide range of applicability. However, as shown in [6], the
choice of the actual value for the subgrid artificial viscosity appears to be crucial, and requires
deeper investigations.
At a more general level the effects on error estimates (both a priori and a posteriori) of
taking an approximate solution for the bubble equation deserve a better attention, and should be
the object of a more accurate analysis.
The application of the paradigm “divide and conquer/ static condensation/ approximate solution” to some nonlinear problems is currently under investigation. The obvious choice would be
to apply it to the various linearised problems in an iterative procedure, but in particular cases the
structure of the nonlinearity might suggest a better strategy.
Finally, we point out that, in some cases, the procedure of augmenting the space ²&³ can be
done in two steps. Indeed, together with the addition of suitable bubble spaces in each ± , we might
think of adding some edge functions where convenient. For instance, just to make an academic
example, one can decide that on a particular edge ´ the addition of a function with a special shape
could be beneficial for the overall quality of the approximation. This could be a rapidly oscillating
one, with a given wavelength, or a function with a “bump” (or a “step”) at a given location, and so
on. Typically, in practice, this could only be done in some iterative way, using information from
the subgrid solutions at previous iterations or time steps. One way or another, assume that you
know that a certain shape µp¶ is needed at a certain edge ´r¶ . Then you might think of increasing
first the space ² ³ by adding a function having value µ ¶ on the edge ´ ¶ , and having support in
the union of the (one or two) elements having ´r¶ as an edge. The value of such a function inside
the element(s) could profitably be defined as the solution of the homogeneous equation (11). You
are equipped for that, as you are ready to solve subgrid problems related to the operator · . In
general, there will not be just one edge and one function that is needed, but we might expect that
they are not too many. After this first enrichment of ² ³ , the bubble procedure can be started.
It is clear that, after addition and elimination of the bubbles, the total number of equations will
be equal to the original number of boundary degrees of freedom in ²&³ plus the ones that were
added during the first enrichment (these will not go away in the static condensation process). This
procedure, on one hand, has to be used with some care. Indeed, we started by assuming that ²&³
corresponded roughly to the finest grid we were ready to afford. Clearly, the number of additional
degrees of freedom has to be limited to the essential. On the other hand this procedure can provide
a partial healing to the very undesirable (but, somehow, necessary) effect of impermeability of the
interelement boundaries to the small scales that is inherent to the divide and conquer strategy. It
is clear that much more investigation and experimentation are needed in order to design effective
strategies for doing all that.
As a last point, the possible use of “nonconforming bubbles” is surely worth investigating. A
nonconforming bubble would be a function having support in a single element ± , whose extension
by zero outside ± does not belong to the space ² . In some cases, the boundary values of these
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nonconforming bubbles might have zero mean value (or zero moments up to some order Ã ) at each
interelement edge (see for instance [14]). In other cases, this will have to be imposed by means
of some interelement multiplier or similar trick, in order to compensate for the variational crime.
This approach has been recently applied with success in [13], which we refer to for additional
information. It is reasonable to assume that the idea might be extended to more general situations,
and it is surely quite appealing.
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